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Mass Is a 2004 Indian Tamil-language action drama film directed
by Bala, written by K. A. Chinnana, and produced by C. V. Kumar
under his home production firm Dreamz Unlimited. The film stars
Vijay in the lead role, while the supporting cast comprises J.
Livingston, Manivannan, Ramesh Khanna, Livingston's real life
wife Lakshmi, and Gayatri Sriharsha. The film also features Vijay's
wife Deepa as an item number in two songs, while Livingston
incorporates his own son to portray his role for the first time in
Tamil cinema. The soundtrack was composed by A. R. Rahman,
while the lyrics are written by Na. Muthukumar, Gangai Amaran,
Pa. Vijay, K. S. Jayakumar, and Sangeetha Balan. The former acted
as an assistant director for the project. The film was released on
22 January 2004. The film opened to positive reviews and became
a commercial success, with an estimated worldwide gross of Rs.
18.19 crore. It was dubbed into Hindi with the name Chhoti Si
Choti Si and released by Yash Raj Films in 2005. The film received
the A. R. Rahman and Ennore Municipal Corporation award for the
most innovative music for the year 2004 by the Indian trade
journal Filmfare. The latter also awarded the music director a
special award in the best music director category for the album by
the year 2004. Apart from the award for the best music, the
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soundtrack album of the film won the Best Sound Designing award
by the 62nd Filmfare Awards South. After the success of this film,
the music director became known as a "star-maker". It is based on
the true story of the ambitious film industry owner Vikram
Sundaram, and his son Vishwanathan, who made the news and
gained infamy after the murder of film producer Prasad
Dharmalingam. Vikram-Vishwanathan Team runs a printing press.
Vikram has been in the film business for many years and is set to
release the Tamil film Aasaiye Kaathuile. He had an association
with Prasad, his childhood friend, and he was serving as the
Director in some of his movies. Prasad had bought the equipment
from Vikram's company and was attempting to use the equipment
for his new film Sundarigandinte Makkal. Pras
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